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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the competing visions of Spain offered by Joaquin Costa and
Miguel de Unamuno in the last decades of the nineteenth c_entury and in the first years of
the twentieth century, as they sought to define the essence of Spanishness. In attempts to
describe the national character, they invoked common historical memories and symbols,
which were open to numerous interpretations. These multi-faceted and often
contradictory depictions of Spain and its inhabitants presented diverse views of the
country, attesting to the complexities of national identities. Focusing primarily on the
writings of Costa and Unamuno, this paper examines their various portrayals of Spain,
which changed somewhat in the wake of 1898, and which influenced later intellectuals
such as Jose Ortega y Gasset.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In the latter half of the nineteenth century, continental Europeans witnessed
profound transformations as new intellectual and political movements accompanied
industrialization. With economic expansio� demographic changes, and the development
of innovative technologies, science, reaso� and progress became significant terms in
Europeans' vocabularies, as many·linked material prosperity to human progress in the
increasingly mechanized world. In response to the spreading industrialization, Europeans
on the continent mirrored Britain's earlier mechanization and expansion of markets; they
built canals, railways, and bridges in efforts to eliminate barriers to international trade
and garner national spheres of influence through imperial means.
Material transformations, however, were not the only changes that occurred
during the second half of the 1800s. With a renewed interest in science and in response to
the problems that accompanied industrializatio� currents of intellectual discourse began
to center on the consequences of urbanization and emphasize scientific approaches to
studying all aspects of mass society. European intellectuals responded to the increasing
industrialization and its widespread effects in distinct ways. Mirroring the modem
scientific advances, some intellectuals emphasized objectivity and reason as they sought
to offer realistic portrayals of the daily activities of ordinary people. Other men of letters,
however, employed romantic rhetoric, stressing the importance of individualism, feeling,
emotio� imagination, and intuition over reason and science.
With its emphasis on feeling, beauty, and emotio� Romanticism formed an
integral part of nationalism's stress on the exaltation of feeling and identity, which was
also related to the Liberal assertion that a legitimate state should be based on a collective
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notion of the people instead of being based on a monarch. With the emergence of
nationalism in the late eighteenth century, intellectuals responded to Johann von Herder's
assertion that each nation had its own national identity or soul which included its own
literature, language, and way of thinking; Herder, the father of German nationalism,
emphasized the importance of belonging to a community linked by common traditions,
language, customs, and institutions. He set out to rediscover the ethnic roots of Germany,
romanticizing the past, invoking common myths, and lionizing the geniuses of German
descent.
Many intellectuals followed Herder's romantic path of introspection, especially
with the tensions due to the intersections of modernity and tradition brought about by the
national movements for German and Italian unification, debates between conservatives
and liberals over the role of the state, and increasing industrialization. Scholars have
delineated the characteristics of the various nationalisms that emerged, offering distinct
definitions of nation and its related characteristics. In his National Identity, Anthony
Smith broadly defines a nation as "a named human population sharing an historic
territory, common myths and historical memories, a mass, public culture, a common
economy and common legal rights and duties for all members. "1 As a unifying force, the
nation provides "repertoires of shared values, symbols, and tradition."2 According to him,
intellectual elites play an integral role in helping to form national identities because they
use these shared symbols and tradition, making them visible and distinct for every
member, communicating the tenets of an abstract ideology in palpable, concrete terms

1
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Anthony D. Smith, National Identity (Reno, NV: University ofNevada Press, 1991), 14.
Ibid., 9.
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that evoke instant emotional responses from all strata of the community."3 These
,
common images and memories comprise the "cultural matrix of national identities.' 4 In
attempting to define the central elements of their national identities, intellectuals like
Herder, thus, used familiar historical images and memories in attempts to signify a shared
past and promote a sense of unity based on sameness, whether through religio°' language,
territory, or common myths. 5
This paper does not attempt to determine the success of such intellectuals in
propagating a sense of national belonging based on shared symbols. Instead, it
concentrates on the complexities of the cultural medium of national identities offered by
Joaquin Costa y Martinez and Miguel de Unamuno y Jugo, two Spanish intellectuals who
sought to define the elements of Spanishness in the midst of the changes wrought by
industrialization. It also offers specific examples of how these two men appealed to
common symbols, such as traditional heroes, and historical memories in attempts to
portray the essence of espanolidad, which was comparable to Herder's invocation of the
spirit of the volk, in comparing and contrasting Spain with other European countries in
the latter half of the nineteenth century and in the first years of the twentieth century,
these two men also emphasized Castile as the historic territory and linguistic heritage
linking all Spaniards. In attempting to articulate the characteristics of their country's

3

Ibid, 77.
Ibid., 99. Smith declares that the five integral components of a national identity include: a
historic territory, common myths and historical memories, common, mass public culture, common legal
rights and duties for all members, and a common economy with territorial mobility. See page 14.
5
Ibid., 93. Although Smith does note that some critics have classified intellectuals as challenges
to nationalism, he focuses on intellectuals primarily as unifying forces . .{le asserts that many critics declare
that intellectuals have impeded nationalistic endeavors by pointing out the errors of nationalistic ideologies
and myths.
4
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uniqueness, Costa and Unamuno utilized common traditions and images as
representations of contemporary Spain; plagued by a weak political system, high
illiteracy rates, demands for regional independence, and uneven modernization, critics
declared that the country was distinct from Great Britain, France, and Germany. These
two intellectuals, as well as many others, were preoccupied with their country's place in
the world wide community, asking whether Spain was modem or backward, civilized or
ignorant, European or non-European, an international power or a marginal country. They
used organistic language in referring to Spain as a living being, one that was suffering
from national ailments and in need of rejuvenation. This discourse, however, was not
novel; Spain's decadence had been a popular topic for more than a century, as earlier
intellectuals had sought to articulate precisely how their country was different. What was
unique about Costa and Unamuno's time was that distinctions between Spain and other
European countries became more pronounced in the latter half of the nineteenth century;
while Spain had lost its South American colonies and was beset by regional battles for
independence, a new era of politics emerged and the old balance of power shifted, as
industrialized Britain, France, and Germany began competing for overseas territories.
This paper includes specific examples of Costa and Unamuno's various portrayals
of Spain and its inhabitants, as they used common images and memories in attempts to
define the essence of Spanishness and reconcile the country's past with its present. They
both lived during, and were highly critical of the Restoration era, but they disagreed on
the very nature of the country's most serious problems; thus, they offered conflicting
depictions of Spain by invoking symbols and arguments that were open to numerous
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interpretations. 6 They employed traditional figures from canonical works as
representations of contemporary Spain, and they offered these images as solutions to
what they saw as the country's most serious problems in the new age of industrialization.
Costa invoked the figure of the Cid, a hero who lived during the eleventh century and
was the subject of the first Spanish epic "El Cantar de Mio Cid," as a national
representative and model Spaniard. Unamuno reinterpreted and utilized the common
literary figure of Don Quixote, the main character in Cervantes' early seventeenth
century novel, as the solution to Spain's problems. He also, however, used the image of
Don Juan Tenorio, the main character Tirso de Molina's classic Spanish drama, to
symbolize the main weaknesses of contemporary Spain. These figures were problematic
because they were open to multiple interpretations. This fact, coupled with Costa and
Unamuno's competing visions of Spain, attest to the complexities of national identity. In
attempting to define the essence of Spanishness, these two intellectuals also conjured up
images from their country's past and evoked ties to both Africa and Europe in discussions
of how their country was different and what could be done to solve its problems.
Focusing mainly on primary works, chapters two and three of this paper examine
these various depictions of Spain and the related discourse on the elements of national
identity debated by Costa and Unamuno in the latter half of the nineteenth century and in

6

The Restoration began in 1875 following Amadeo of Savoy's abdication in 1873 and the defeat
of the Carlists. With Canovas del Castillo's help, the Bourbon dynasty was restored and King Alfonso XII
ascended to the throne, ruling for ten years. A year after proving himself an able and victorious soldier
against the Carlist sympathi7.ers led by Don Carlos Maria, Alfonso ratified a new constitution in June 1876.
Influenced heavily by Canovas, who supported an English style government, the new constitution allowed
the manipulation of the voting system. The tumo pacifico system, however, mandated that political parties
would take turns in power, regardless of which party rightfully won the election. For more information see
Raymond Carr's Modern Spain, 1808 -1975 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), 347-356.
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the first years of the twentieth century before the Great War. 7 It, thus, analyzes various
components of the multifaceted cultural matrix of national identities and the resulting
problems with utilizing common figures that are open to multiple interpretations. It also
provides examples of the power of such national figures and symbols, which Smith says
are likely the "most potent and durable aspects" related to national identity. 8 The fourth
chapter supports this assertion by looking at Jose Ortega y Gasset's appraisals of the
depictions offered by Costa and Unamuno decades earlier. He was a titan of Spanish
intellectualism who began to define the central features of national identity with his early
publications in the first quarter of the twentieth century. Ortega, who commented on the
problems of using ambiguous symbols such as Don Quixote, also responded to the earlier
portrayals of the country offered by Costa and Unamuno. His interpretations of their
words and depictions added even more layers to the multi-faceted discourse on the
complexities of national identity.
The last component of this paper involves the changing visions of Spain proffered
by Costa and Unamuno in the wake of the defeat by America in 1898, which
problematized their dubious relationships with Spain. They reconfigured their appraisals
of the nation and responded by offering different depictions of the country, which
contradicted many of their earlier assertions. The resulting discourse had resounding
effects on later conceptions of the nation as evidenced by Ortega's own admissions.
Though Costa, Unamuno, and others had commented on Spain's decadence prior to the
7

Costa began publishing in the mid 1870s and died in 19 11. Unamuno began publishing his first
works in the late 1880s-early 1890s and he died in 1936. The scope of the paper ends prior to World War
One, which had widespread effects throughout Europe, transforming earlier, romantic notions of the nation
and war. It also led to reappraisals of nationalism, imperialism, progressive technology, and modernity.
8
Smith, National Identity, 74.
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Spanish-American-Cuban War, the defeat by America in 1898 was a defining moment,
one that provoked a profound identity crisis permeating all segments of society, as
intellectuals and politicians became obsessed with defining the national character,
searching for its defects in attempts to explain their country's loss. 9 Most jingoist and
even mildly patriotic writers, journalists, and politicians had supported the suppression of
the Cuban insurrection in 1895, arguing that the military should use armed force to quell
the domestic rebellion and keep the island under Spanish control.10 The vast majority of
these Spaniards, whether they were liberal or conservative, defended Prime Minister
Mateo Praxedes Sagasta's pledge to fight the insurgents to the last soldier and the last
peseta. The question of national honor became more pronounced when the United States
intervened, and most Spaniards thought that their country's nobility and bravery would
easily overpower the avaricious Americans.11 However, the perceived moral uprightness
of the cause was not enough to make up for the military's lack of preparedness and
supplies. The quick defeat of Spain's troops, especially the ill-equipped navy, seemed to
confirm that the country was indeed antiquated, an argument that many Europeans and
Americans had voiced prior to 1898.

9

The effects on the lower classes, however, were not as pronounced, as most were seemingly
apathetic to the defeat. This indifference was a major source of frustration for many intellectual and
political elites.
10
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines were the most colonized remaining overseas territories;
due to various wars of independence, Spain had lost all its colonies on mainland America by the mid 1820s.
See Sebastian Balfour's End of the Spanish Empire. 1898-1923 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 1.
11
For copies of the original political cartoons, see Balfour's End of the Spanish Empire. He cites
the following as specific examples of the military's unpreparedness: the lack of military training in anti
guerrilla tactics, an inefficient army administration, troops' susceptibility to malaria and yellow fever, a
dearth of trained ''regular'' officers who volunteered for service in Cuba, and the natives' destruction of the
earlier strategic tracks and ditches built across the island by Spanish troops in the previous campaign when
they suppressed the first rebellion which lasted from 1868 until 1878. See page 12.
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The crushing victory by the young American nation heightened general Spanish
insecurities concerning their high illiteracy rates, uneven modernization, and imperial
decay; whereas the United States, Germany, Britain, France, and Japan experienced
concentrated industrialization and a new push for territorial expansion in the 1870s, Spain
had focused instead on healing the national rifts that had emerged in the wake of the
Carlist wars. 12 Despite earlier debates and criticism of the country's decadence years
before 1898, the loss to the United States was a watershed in the country's history; it was
a humiliating, formal affirmation of what some Spaniards had been arguing for decades:
the country was indeed a former glorious empire in ruin, one that had been content to
maintain the status quo while its European counterparts modernized.
As international discourse centered on imperial policies (particularly in Africa)
and anxieties associated with modemiz.ation, the defeat by the United States in 1898
heightened national angst in tum-of-the-century Spain. The loss of its most profitable
overseas colonies, which had been part of the empire for almost four centuries,
symbolized an inept, backward country unable to control its colonized territories and
compete with more modem international powers. The effects of this debate were
widespread and enduring, as Costa and Unamuno, among scores of other intellectuals,
reconfigured their views of the nation and of the central elements of national identity.
Although the consequences were not immediate and did not directly impact the
lower classes, intellectuals' depictions of Spain and its most serious problems colored
conceptions of identity and later political thinking. They introduced terms into national
discourse such as la derrota, la crisis, and el desastre, common words that came to be
12

Ibid., 3.
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synonymous with defeated Spain and 1 898. 13 The most significant consequence of these
various portrayals of the country is that the resulting discourse influenced how later
intellectuals such as Ortega envisioned Spain. The writings of these learned elites, which
were primarily negative, affected how subsequent intellectuals viewed the country's
problems and its status in international politics.
Many ofthe national insecurities associated with the enduring and contradictory
legacy of the discourse surrounding Spain in the wake of the defeat by America are due
to the literary 'Generation of '98, ' a diverse group of writers who began publishing their
major works in this year. Ortega referred to Miguel de Unamuno, Pio Baroja, Antonio
Machado, Azorin, Ramon Maria del Valle Inclan, Ramiro Maetzu, and Juan Ramon
Jimenez as members of the Generaci6n de/ '98. These intellectuals produced thousands
of works ranging from poetry to essays and novels, commenting on Spanish society and
its primary defects. 14 Scholars have penned hundreds of articles and books solely on the
Generaci6n de '98, but most of these works have been literary studies. The contentious

issue concerning the existence of such a generation, however, is only one of the many
topics that historians have debated in academic journals and monographs; as a result of
the centrality of 1 898 in the Spanish psyche, this subject looms large in the
historiography. Similar to the red-letter years of 1492, 1588, and 1936, it is one of the
most studied dates in the country's history. Scholars have examined the diplomatic,
military, economic, political, and cultural repercussions of the loss of Spain's remaining

Derrota translates as "defeat." Crisis and desastre are English cognates translating as "crisis"
and "disaster."
14
Scholars still debate the existence or historical reality of this generation and its influence.
13
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overseas empire. 1 5 Most works published prior to the 1970s were traditional analyses of
the diplomatic and social consequences of 1898; dozens of biographies of intellectuals
and leading politicians were penned as well, even though many were superficial and
subjective. Although the majority of monographs were by American and British
historians, Spanish scholars published numerous works on this topic, and moved to the
forefront following Francisco Franco's death in 1975 with the relaxation of censorship
laws and republication of previously forbidden texts. Treatments of the country's history
mirrored trends in film, the arts, and the press in the 1980s, as artists experimented with
novel and diverse forms, challenging reigning conservative ideologies. Although
academics continued to publish monographs on 1898, the historiographical push was
towards examinations of mass politics and culture, as national identity, state building, and
"bottom-up" works became catchwords. In the early 1990s scholars began studying
interdisciplinary topics related to culture, such as the role of flamenco dancing in the
formation of national identity, images of the exotic and fiesta in advertisements, post
modern architecture in Barcelona, and Pedro Almodovar' s unconventional films.
Cultural studies of Spain are still in their infancy, as Jo Labanyi notes, but there have

For more information on the historiography see Louis A. Perez's The War of 1898: The United
States and Cuba in History and Historiography (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press,
15

1998). Although the focus is on American and Cuban interpretations, the author chronicles Spanish
responses to 1898 and how scholars have depicted it. His discussion of policy-driven patadigms and how
incorrect assumptions can color later scholarship is an important warning for all historians.
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been dozens of studies on identity, sexuality, gender, and race published in the last
decade. 16
There have also been recent publications on Spanish nationalism, identity, and
national movements for Catalan and Basque independence. Two excellent works that
address the importance of language (particularly Castilian) as a common basis for
Spanish identity are Claire Mar-Molinero's The Politics ofLanguage in the Spanish
Speaking World and Jose del Valle and Luis Gabriel-Stheeman's The Battle over Spanish
between 1800 and 2000: Language Ideologie� and Hispanic Intellectuals. 17 There have
also been numerous studies of the emergence of nationalism in Sp� although most
historians have focused primarily on the distinction and early failures of national
movements due in part to regional differences. Although they usually mention
Unamuno's ambivalent appraisals of Spain, they do not give specific examples of his
discussions of the various elements he considered to be fundamental to the national
identity; one possible explanation for this is that Unamuno considered himself to be
apolitical and was not the leader of a nationalist movement.
Most scholars who have studied the various intellectual responses to 1898 have
written primarily literary studies, biographies, or monographs dealing with the general
16

For a discussion of Spanish cultural studies see the introduction in Jo Labanyi's Constructing
Identity in Contemporary Spain: Theoretical Debates and Cultural Practice (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2002), as well as her collaboration with Helen Graham in Spanish Cultural S tudies: An Introduction
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995). Two recent examples of "bottom-up" works are Jose Alvarez
Junco's The Emergence ofMass Politics in Spain: Populist Demagoguery and Republican Culture, 18901910 (Portland, Oregon: Sussex Academic Press, 2002) and Sandie Holguin's Creating Spaniards: Culture
and National Identity in Republican Spain (Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press,
2002).
17
See Claire Mar-Molinero's The Politics ofLanguage in the Spanish-Speaking Wotld: From
Co lonisation to Globalisation (New York: Routledge, 2000) and Jose del Valle and Luis Gabriel
Stheeman' s edited work entitled The Battle over Spanish between 1800 and 2000: Language Ideologies
and Hispanic Intellectuals (New York: Routledge, 2002).
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repercussions of the defeat. Those works dealing specifically with Unamuno, Costa, and
Ortega tend to compare and contrast their philosophies or focus on specific aspects of
· their ideas. Thus, there is a dearth of sources examining their portrayals of Spain; the
most likely explanation is due to the voluminous writings of each intellectual. Such a
Herculean effort to offer a synthesis of all possible examples of each of their depictions
of the fundamental characteristics of their national identity would fill volumes.
As a result, this paper does not attempt to present a cumulative analysis of Costa
and Unamuno's various portrayals of Spain; instead, it offers specific examples of the
complexities of their competing depictions of their country and of what they considered
to be integral elements of national identity. Debating the meanings of Spain's history, its
present, and its future, these two intellectuals appealed to common symbols and
memories, invoking images from the shared past, affirming the supremacy of Castile as
the embodiment of national language and history, two elements that Smith asserts are
integral to national identities. This paper offers an examination of these various strands of
discourse surrounding Costa and Unamuno's dialogue about their country, which
included their complex, competing representations of Spain and their fellow countrymen.
Their national appraisals changed somewhat in aftermath of 1898, not only because of
Spain's formal loss of empire, but because its resounding defeat failed to mobilize the
country for positive change; it was the culmination of years of disappointment. Their
frustrations with the Restoration era magnified and became more urgent, as they realized
that a modem, efficient government would not replace the crumbling corrupt political
system, and that Spain's gravest weaknesses would not be addressed. In attempts to
mobilize their fellow Spaniards and exorcise their own demons, they wrote and lectured

13

furiously on the country and what could be done to solve its problems. The resulting
dialogue was saturated with inherent complexities and ambiguities, as they experienced
difficulty in clearly defining the meaning of Spanishness.
The common symbols and traditions that Costa and Unamuno evoked as
representations of Spain and its main weaknesses were open to multiple interpretations, a
problem that Ortega later discussed in his appraisals of their depictions of Spain. By
responding directly to the common images that they employed, he offered his own
commentary on the nation, but his own sense of identity was colored by the dialogue of
older intellectuals, which he blamed for much of the country's contemporary ills. Going
so far as to refer to Unamuno as a "brother enemy," he blamed him for infecting the
opinions of younger Spaniards with national pessimism. 1 8 These three chapters, thus,
contain discussions of the complexities of national identities and the power of common
symbols, as evidenced by Ortega's recognition of their enduring impact, as well as his
inability to critique Spain without being influenced by the dominant paradigms under
which they operated.

In his introductory essay Salvador de Madariaga includes this quotation. Unamuno, The Tragic
Sense ofLife in Men and in Peoples, ed. and trans. Anthony Kerrigan (Princeto°' NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1972), xiv.
18
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CHAPTER 2: JOAQUIN COSTA, VIGILANT GUARD OF EL CID'S "DOUBLE
LOCKED" TOMB

Joaquin Costa worked at a furious pace, writing feverishly in attempts to urge his
countrymen forward, out of the depths of backward political practices and national
malaise. His formal search for the essence of Spanishness began in the early 1870s when
he published his first works. Even though he commented on his country's problems
almost three decades prior to el desastre, he was affected by heightened national anxieties
in the wake of the very public and resounding defeat ]?y America; thus, 1898
problematized his visions of the country. His writings are replete with attempts to define
the national character, seeking to determine how Spain was distinct from Europe. 19
Costa, nevertheless, offered various depictions of his country and its inhabitants.
He used traditional images and arguments to describe contemporary Spain. Engaging in
dialogue with the country's history, he invoked the image of the Cid, an eleventh century
Castilian nobleman and subject of the epic poem "El Cantar de Mio Cid," as a national
representative and as a model Spaniard for his countrymen to emulate.20 By utilizing the
figure of the Cid, he referred to a familiar, common image in attempts to unify the
population based on Spaniards' shared past, conjuring up images of medieval Spain,
which was comprised of autonomous kingdoms led by both Christian and Muslim rulers;
19

He published works on a wide variety of topics, which included town planning, law,
agriculture, Latin America, geography colonialism, science, folklore, and education.
20
Five Centuries ofSpanish Literature: From the Cid through the Golden Age, ed. Linton Lomas
Barrett. (Boston, MA: Heinle & Heinle Publishers, 1962), 10. The Cid was a Castilian nobleman and
general who fought for King Sancho against his brother Alfonso who attempted to steal the throne inherited
upon their father's death in 1065. The Campeador defeated Alfonso and his Leonese nobles, only to have to
serve them after Sancho's untimely death. Under orders from the monarch, he also led the charge of the
Reconquest to push the Muslims out of Spain, though at this time it was still comprised of autonomous
kingdoms, and would not be unified until the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabel. The Cid, however, also
fought in the service of Muslim kings. The Cid was the subject of the epic "El Cantar de Mio Cid," a
canonical work of Spanish literature. (As the first Spanish epic, it is compared to the French "Song of
Roland").
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thus, by invoking the image of the eleventh century soldier, he defended a vision of a
Castilian Sp� despite the country's competing regional identities, as well as his own
Aragonese heritage.
By employing the figure of the Ci� Costa also alluded to the convivencia of
medieval Spain when Christians, Jews, and Muslims inhabited the Iberian Peninsula.21
He linked this tolerance to Spain's ties to North Africa, which he used to defend the
country's legitimacy as a world power, especially in regards to asserting its claims to
contested territories. By conj uring up images of Spain's former imperial glory and
African legacy, he argued for the revitalization of this relationship through colonial
ventures. As a result of calling for the reassertion of Spanish control in North Africa in
the 1870s, he suggested that Morocco was the key to national regeneration; at the same
time, nevertheless, he heralded the need for the Europeanization of Spain's political and
educational institutions. Thus, in his voluminous publications, he offered competing
visions of national identity and of prescriptions for salvaging Spain.

Historiographical Treatment of Costa and His Works
In A Bibliographical Study ofthe Writings ofJoaquin Costa, 1846-1911,
G. J. G. Cheyne surveys the historiographical treatment of Costa's works and indexes his
plethora of publications. Cheyne also addresses many of the problems facing scholars
seeking to analyze Costa's writings. He first points out that Costa was not widely read
during his lifetime, stating that only those people who had similar interests, whether they

21

The term convivencia refers to the co-existence of the Jews, Christians, and Muslims in
medieval Spain (until 1492 when the Catholic Kings expelled Muslims and Jews).
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were agrarian issues, teaching, Spain's re-entry into North Africa, or geography, read his
works. This limited dissemination is one of numerous reasons that many of his writings
have remained and will likely continue to be unknown.22 As a result, several publications,
especially such lesser known works as his pamphlets on the question of Morocco, are
difficult to obtain now.
Another problem that Cheyne notes concerns attempts to date Costa's works,
many of which were first published in newspapers and academic journals before they
were assembled into books. Costa published 42 books between 1868 and 1905, but wrote
only articles, speeches, and manifestos for the last six years of his life.23 These later
works are difficult to date because the initial publication information was not included in
later reprints. A related problem is the lack of indices in the original works or in later
discussions of his writings, which prevented scholars from approximating just how many
items he had penned. As a result, both contemporary and later scholars, who also had to
contend with such issues, used unreliable book lists, further complicating attempts to
determine when a particular work was written or first appeared. One such discrepancy
regarding the numbers of his writings is Manuel Ciges Aparicio's contention in Joaq_uin
Costa, el granfracasado that Costa published 36 works, not 42, during his lifetime.24

Although this figure differs from Cheyne's calculations, the most critical issue is not the
discrepancy in the number of Costa's books that were published before his death. Rather,
the most serious concern presented by this situation is that later authors have relied on
such fallacious information; Eloy Fernandez cites Ciges's biography of Costa in his
.µ George J. G. Cheyne, A Bibliographical Study ofthe Writings ofJoaquin Costa, 1846-1911
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monograph Joaquin Costa y el africanismo espanol, but he fails to acknowledge the
inconsistencies and unreliable information plaguing his sources.
In his introduction to Costa's Reconstituci6n y europeizaci6n de Espana y otros
escritos, Sebastian Martin-Retortillo states that another challenge facing scholars is that
despite the existence of numerous interpretations of Costa's writings, the available
analyses are either too simplistic or too subjective.25 One book that exemplifies this trend
of subjective analyses is QuienJue Costa by Pedro Martinez Baselga. The purpose of this
study is to capture Costa's personality as a virtuous Spaniard and hard worker, not to
offer commentary on his works or ideas. This book presents subjective treatment of Costa
as a man to be admired for his unwavering dedication to certain causes, yet pitied for his
deformed physique and post-1898 disillusionment. Thus, emotion has tended to outweigh
objectivity.
Despite these challenges and subjective analyses, as well as the disorganized state
of Costa's writings at the time of his death, two factors have facilitated the collection and
study of his works, the first of which was the founding of a library by Tomas Costa,
Joaquin's estranged sibling. He established an academic institute dedicated to cataloging
and publishing his brother's voluminous writings. 26 The other step forward is the work
done by Cheyne, who has meticulously researched Costa's life and publications.
Cheyne's studies, however, are more than two decades old, as are most treatments of
Costa. There are some secondary works, albeit less than a dozen, focusing solely on his
25
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Africanist politics, calls for agrarian reform, and educational doctrines, but recent
discussions of his works and ideas tend to offer only cursory comments.
There are several possible explanations for the historiographical dearth on this
topic. The most obvious reason for the lack of examinations of Costa's works is that most
scholars who study this era of Spanish history tend to focus on other major intellectual
figures, especially the members of the literary Generacion de/ '98. A second explanation
concerns the inaccessibility of his writings. The difficulty in obtaining his works
notwithstanding, the available publications present numerous challenges to scholars,
especially those who do not read Spanish, as none of Costa's compositions have been
translated into English. Another problem is that the majority of successive republications
of his works have not included annotations on the text; scholars have written prefaces to
introduce Costa's writings, but most have failed to offer textual analysis other than to
discuss the main themes or to quote his most famous lines out of context. Another
plausible explanation for the lack of up-to-date studies of Costa's publications is that
many of them are full of sophisticated arguments, as well as ambiguities and
contradictions, thus complicating attempts to categorize his ideologies. Scholars thus
have to contend with the existence of"various Costas."27 Related to this problem is the
monumental task of approaching not only his complex and changing arguments, but the
sheer breadth of his knowledge; approximately 724 of his works have been published,
and these writings treat subjects ranging from irrigation practices to folklore and
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pedagogical methods.28

El Cid Locked in His Tomb
Scholars' difficulties with interpreting the complexity of his writings, nonetheless,
mirror Costa's own dubious relationship with Spain, which became even more
complicated in the wake of 1898. In attempting to reconcile Spain's past with its
declining status in the 1870s and 1880s, Costa invoked the image of the Cid, using him as
a national symbol and as a model for his countrymen to emulate; however, the legendary
figure had reached mythical proportions by the latter half of the nineteenth century. Thus,
the Cid, whose name was Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, was a combination of both reality and
fiction, a danger that he warned his fellow intellectuals about at the Juegos Florales at the
University of Salamanca in 1901. In this speech, he expounded upon the multiple
interpretations of the Campeador's legacy, asserting that there were two Cids, one of
history and the other of myth. The first, the Cid himself, was one of "real Castilian
eminence" of the eleventh century who personified loyalty, justice, and morality; the later
legend, however, was a "creation of the Spanish pueblo."29
Denouncing the romanticization of the past for the sake of mere nostalgia, Costa
warned of the dangers of national wistfulness, as well as the perils of exploiting such a
figure. He called for the necessity of placing "a double lock on the tomb of the Cid, so
that he cannot return," in order to ensure that his fellow Spaniards did not invoke the
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mythical qualities associated with Rodrigo Diaz. 30 Dismissing such depictions that he
said were inaccurate, he criticized others' representations of the Cid as the "copy of a
feudal nobleman, [who was] oligarchic and anti-realistic."3 1 This image of an oligarchic
and archaic hero was not one that he supported. Instead, he offered his own interpretation
of Diaz, imploring his countrymen to recall the historical reality of the Cid, whom he
declared was the epitome of loyalty, strength, justice, temperance, and morality; referring
to Diaz as the ideal Spaniard, he called on them to learn from what he proffered as the
Campeador's true legacy. According to him, Diaz loyally and valiantly fought both
Christians and Muslims depending on the king's orders; thus, he was not intolerant of
Africans or of Islam. He treated his enemies with due fairness but was always victorious
on the battlefield. In addition to being a successful soldier, he was also devoted to his
wife and daughters.
When his fellow countrymen, most of whom remained complacent following the
loss to America, failed to unify in defense of their nation, he intensified his endorse01ent
of the Cid as a model Spaniard, one whose personal characteristics represented a viable
course of action. According to Costa, Diaz's superior qualities combined to form a
political program that included:
Respect for Europe and the Empire, [and for] the most absolute autarky of
the nation; respect for the Pontiff ... and the civil independence of the
State; respect for Africa, the reconquest of territory, [and] respect [and
tolerance] for Islam.32
30
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The image of the Cid, thus, centered on respect for the nation's independence, as well as
the civil autonomy of the state, tolerance of Islam, respect for. Africa, support of
reconquering territory, and respect for papal authority. In imploring his fellow
countrymen to adopt this political program, Costa mixed Spain's historical reality with its
present needs. By employing the figure of the Cid as a national representative, he called
for unity based on Spaniards' shared traditions.

Africa as the Key to Regeneration Before and After 1898
Although Costa heralded the need for Europeanization, he also called for Spain to
reassert its presence in North Africa in the 1 870s and 1880s. Despite his country's
waning status, he adhered to the vision of Spain as a valid European power, albeit one in
decline. Acutely aware, however, of distinctions between his country and modernized
Europe, he heralded the need for national regeneration through colonial means.
Beginning in the mid 1 870s, he began to write in support of Spanish competition with
other nations that were scrambling for overseas possessions. He ironically declared that
because Spain was focused on convalescing from a four hundred year old sickness, it
could not be concerned with maintaining diplomatic relations with other countries that
were interested in acquiring new territories. 33 He supported earlier claims that the cures
for the national malaise, therefore, involved unified support of the reassertion of a
Spanish presence in Morocco and Micronesia, actions that were more important than
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maintaining peaceful diplomatic relations with other European nations that were
threatening to gobble up Spain's overseas possessions.
Thus, he diagnosed the lack of national unity in supporting colonial ventures as a
chief problem, and he worked feverishly to promote Spanish colonial endeavors in
Morocco. He thus linked nationalistic sentiment and imperialism, as he labored to unite
his fellow countrymen in support of Spanish intervention in North Africa. Both of these
issues, however, contained the solutions to the challenges they presented. Invoking the
image of the Cid and citing the lack of national support of colonial interests as a major
problem, Costa offered the development of industry, commerce, and infrastructure in
Morocco as the prescriptions to cure Spain's decadence. He called for more than
commercial involvement, however, as he favored formal, governmental participation in
the construction of economic, military, and cultural links between Spain and Morocco.
Like other Africanists, he implored Spaniards to claim their rightful geographical
possessions in North Africa and Micronesia, thus, openly competing with England,
France, and Germany in order to strengthen their waning empire and reassert their
international prowess.34
In attempts to force his fellow countrymen out of complacency and back onto the
international stage, Costa delivered fiery speeches, wrote dozens of pamphlets, formed
the Sociedad Espanola de Africanistas y Colonistas, and planned excursions to the so
called "dark continent." In 1883 he joined the Congreso Espanol de Geografia Colonial y
Mercantil, an organization committed to sponsoring explorations and colonization of

The term "Africanists" refers to those Spaniards, primarily soldiers and entrepreneurs, who
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North Africa A year later, acting as the secretary of the Sociedad Espanola de
Africanistas y Colonistas, Costa contributed significantly to a written petition to the
Cortes to consider intervention in Morocco. This document, entitled La Politica Hispano
}Jarroqui y la opinion publica en Espana, claimed to be an expression of Spanish public
opinion; it also maintained that the people of Spain and Morocco were united by common
historical traditions.35 In an attempt to further bind these two races and argue for their
formal unity, the society included seventeen articles as recommendations for the
government to consider. These "succinct negotiations" centered on developing industry
in Morocco and opening it up to Spanish businessme� as well as building infrastructure,
such as the creation of postal stations and schools. Costa and his fellow members
specifically requested that the Cortes negotiate the free exportation of cereals and grains
from Morocco, declare commercial freedom between the two regions, open up ports to
Spanish ships, improve the postal service and construct new mail stations, set up
bilingual institutes, develop indigenous military companies, and build hospitals. 36
Thus, Costa supported firm cultural, political, commercial, and military ties
between Spain and Morocco. His perceptions of the relationship between Spaniards and
Moroccans did not center solely on a mutually beneficial future, however; he considered
the two cultures to be linked by a shared heritage. Attacking French interests in Morocco
and defending his country's right to intervene, he asserted that "Spain and Morocco
[were] like two halves of a united geography," that were linked to a "secret, powerful
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attraction," between the two groups.37 This intimate relationship dated back to the Middle
Ages, and to the time of the Cid, when Muslims from North Africa governed Spain.
Costa elaborated on this shared history, writing:
The Moroccans have been our masters and we should respect them; they
have been our brothers and we should show them love; they have been our
victims and we should completely repair them. Our politics with Morocco
should be, therefore, reparative politics, politics of intimacy, and politics
of restoration. 38
Thus, in developing Morocco, Spaniards would not only regenerate their declining
country and its imperial status, but they would reconcile their contentious history and
relationship with North Africa as well.
Nonetheless, Costa did not limit his invocations of the country's past to pictures
of Muslim Spain; he conjured up images of the Catholic Kings who backed the
exploration of distant lands, initiating Spain's reign as a hegemonic world power. He also
referred to images of Spanish conquistadors traversing the globe as a means to support
Spanish claims to Micronesia. In 1 885 he penned Alemania contra Espana: una leccion a
Bismarck. Espana duerme, pero no esta muerta, defending Spain's entitlement to the

entire area, despite German protests, based on the "priority of discovery," declaring that
his countrymen should be able to claim all of Micronesia because their ancestors had set
foot upon it first. 39 Invoking the necessity of Spanish unity, he also argued for his
country's right to control the islands based on geographical unification, stating that Spain
possessed "[ an entire] province in the Pacific called Micronesia, not three separate
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[regions] known as Marianas, Palaos, and Carolinas.',4o To divide the territories,
therefore, would be disruptive to Spain by separating it from its historical legacy. Costa
reassured his readers, however, that the size of the area in dispute was not the point of
contention, and that the "object of litigation" was in itself insignificant. Instead, he
proclaimed, the feud with Germany over Micronesia was a "question of [national]
honor," one that he felt compelled to defend due to the indifference of the Spanish
government and populace.41
His calls for intervention in Morocco and Micronesia, nevertheless, were not
realized. Despite his attempts to foment national support of Spanish colonial ventures,
whether it was on the African continel).t or in the Pacific, his steadfast belief in his
country's ability to be regenerated through colonial practices changed significantly
in 1 898. Although he had become somewhat doubtful about the likelihood of the
government actually entering Morocco in the early 1 890s, he abandoned all calls for his
countrymen to intervene in North Africa following Spain's defeat by the United States.
He was shocked and disgusted by the general apathy of the population in response to the
loss to America, a "lesson that cost Spain 1 00,000 men."42 This painful lesson caused
him to reevaluate Spain's status in relation to Europe, eventually admitting that his
country could not be regenerated by following imperial practices.
Two years after the humiliating defeat, he mourned his misplaced faith in his
country and argued that Spain had to be de-Africanized, writing that his hopes had been
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"defrauded.',43 After calling for Spanish participation in colonial ventures for more than
two decades, a disenchanted Costa advised the government in 1903 to reject any appeals
made by England and France for Spain to reestablish order in Morocco. He warned that
such an undertaking would surely be a "new Cuba. ,,44

An Iron Surgeon Wielding a Scalpel
Costa's disappointment following 1 898, however, was not related solely to the
lack of Spanish colonial intervention in North Africa. In addition to heralding the need
for colonial ventures, he had pressed for political changes beginning in the 1 870s. In the
early 1 880s he began publishing works on law, calling for the government to abandon the
Napoleonic code and purge other seemingly archaic features from the legal system. 45
His staunchest denunciations of his fellow Spaniards and of the most prominent symbol
of its backwardness, however, were related to caciquismo, the political system that
involved the rigging of elections in order to allow the opposing political party, either the
liberals or conservatives, its turn in office. 46
In the late 1 880s, as Robert Kem notes, Costa called for the transfer of political
power from the local bosses to educated leaders, who would promote the advancement of
progress.47 In 1 888, when he coined the expression la politica hidraulica, he explicitly
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prescribed agricultural modernization as the solution to rejuvenate Spain, which he
referred to as a slumbering nation without a pulse. 48 Linking this push for the
modernization of agriculture to Europeani7.ation in general, Costa suggested physical
improvements ranging from the development of irrigation projects to the establishment of
agricultural schools in order to regenerate the country. Thus, Europeanization called for
vast structural and cerebral changes.
A decade later, however, these sweeping transformations had not occurred and the
defeat by America confirmed that Spain was distinct from Europe; there had been no
political revolution, modernization was still uneven, and the maj ority of Spaniards
remained illiterate and indifferent to national politics. In 1902, he bitterly denounced the
traditional reigning government and general attitudes towards the nation, exclaiming that:
Four years have passed . . . nothing has been renovated; nothing has
changed except for the worst; the old examples and the old spirit [remain];
... the reorgani7.ation of the State [has not occurred]; the same sterile
debates in the Parliament...the same insolence in the caciques, the same
mortal collapse in the country ...All is Siberia, all ice.49
Thus, despite numerous calls for political transformations both before and after 1898,
Costa claimed that no great changes had occurred four years after Spain's loss to
America; instead of genuine parties, Spain was beleaguered by "unorganized groupings,
without spirit, without [political] program [s] .,,s o
In a letter to Giner de los Rios Costa referred to Spain as a "dead but unburied" country. See El
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Disillusioned by Spaniards' failure to rally around the flag, Costa realized that
these apathetic citizens would not unite to force a political change. As a result, he stated
that hope for the country's regeneration was still through Europeanization, but in the
form of a strong leader, an "iron surgeon," who would temporarily head the state as
Spaniards prepared themselves to participate in a fully democratic government, becoming
more like modem Great Britain. This leader would initiate a political revolution and
amputate the backward elements of society with his "ruthless scalpel." 51 This leader did
not emerge during Costa's lifetime, however, and King Alfonso XIII did not abdicate, as
Costa had demanded in many of his speeches and writings. 52 Without an iron surgeon to
rid the country of its backward political practices and corrupt bosses, Spain seemed
doomed to perpetual stagnation. 53
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CHAPTER 3: MIGUEL DE UNAMUNO, "SUFFER[ING] AMONG THESE
PEOPLE"54
In a letter to Joan Mara.gall in 1907, Miguel de Unamuno expressed extreme
anguish over how much pain his country caused him, bemoaning "how much Spain hurt"
him, just as if the "heart or head" would physically hurt one's body. 55 This intellectual
giant, however, did not limit his national critique to personal correspondence or poetic
metaphors. In penning thousands of works on Spanish society, he assailed what he saw as
the country's gravest problems, diagnosing its most serious ailments and suggesting
possible remedies. His introspective pursuit was made even more challenging and
perhaps even impossible as he attempted to characterize something that was physically
non-existent: Spain's inner being.
In attempting to define the elements of the national identity, Unamuno offered
competing portrayals of the country, invoking different literary figures as representatives
of contemporary Spaniards. He called for the need to "open the windows" to "European
winds" in 1895, but emphasized the country's African heritage in the wake of 1898 and
called for the Hispanization of Europe. 56 Where he had noted French influence on Spain's
epic poem of the Cid in 1895; he portrayed the country as distinct from Europe following
el desastre. 51 Thus, in reconfiguring his sense of national identity after 1898, this Basque

intellectual developed an even more tenuous and complex relationship with Spain. He
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grew increasingly frustrated with his fellow Spaniards, characterizing them as inhabiting
an uncultured country of ignorance, degradation, and avarice. He also criticized the
collective indifference, as well as the weak political systems, writing in attempts to impel
his countrymen to become involved citizens.

Historiographical Treatment of Unamuno's Works
Even though scholars acknowledge Unamuno's acceptance of Spain as a country
fraught with contradictions, many have ignored the complexities of his ideas, as well as
his various appraisals of Spain and of Europe in general. Historians have also neglected
to draw attention to his competing depictions of his country. This historiographical
dearth, however, is due to the fact that he penned thousands of works, which expl�ns
why there is not a foundational text examining all facets of his ideology or of his views of
Spain; such a cumulative analysis would comprise volumes. Nevertheless, scholars have
produced a plethora of literary, sociological, philosophical, and historical studies of his
writings.
Similar to the challenges facing scholars who study Costa, there are many
problems with studying Unamuno. One such difficulty is that many of his writings, like
Costa's, were scattered among family members and destroyed during the civil war.
Another setback for scholars is that dozens of his original compositions were altered
during Franco's reign, as the Caudillo's government censured 1 67 of the intellectual
giant's "dangerous" works for attacking Christianity, morality, and the patria.58 Most
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reprints of his texts do not mention if they are original copies of his writing or if they
retain the censors' editing. Another obstacle that historians must overcome in attempting
to interpret Unamuno's writings is that this complex task is problematic due to the fact
that he was a fiercely independent intellectual who enjoyed being controversial. He went
to extreme lengths to avoid being categorized. 59 As a result, the majority of his works
contain threads of thought that are deliberately outlandish, contradictory, and ambivalent.
He readily acknowledged and embraced this fact, declaring that his essays were "full of
quintessential contradictions" that were just "like life and like [him]self."60 Such
ambiguities have led to misinterpretations of his writings by both contemporaries and
later scholars; one such example is that he felt the need to correct readers who had
misunderstood his quotation about "let[ting] others invent," assuming he meant that
Spain should stand aside passively while others put scientific ideas into action. Instead,
Unamuno informed his readers, he meant that his fellow countrymen should take
advantage of the results when others dedicated themselves to science. 61 In addition to
misinterpretations, another issue that scholars must address when examining this
intellectual' s writings is that his opinions appear to have changed over time, as Manuel
Tuii6n de Lara asserts. 62 Although this point is a valid concern, many of his general
criticisms against Spain remained the same despite the fact that he witnessed many
different governments, from the reign of Alfonso XIII, Primo de Rivera's dictatorship,
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the proclamation of the Second Republic, and the beginning of the Spanish Civil War.
Some ofUnamuno's views, however, did change in response to tumultuous events related
to contemporary political problems and personal dilemmas. During the last few years of
his life, he was removed as rector of the University of Salamanca, banished from Spain
by Primo de Rivera, and placed under virtual house arrest by Francisco Franco. Despite
these many crises, both national and personal, Unamuno consistently condemned his
country's backward political system and the widespread apathy and ignorance, as well as
his contemporaries' endeavors into North Africa; thus, his viewpoints changed over time,
which might be problematic for scholars on one level, but they are good examples of his
re-appraisals of certain issues, as well as ideal models attesting to the fluidity of
identities.
The difficulty of deciphering his works exemplifies his own struggles with
attempting to define Spain; his final conclusion was that the country was indeed
paradoxical, one that could not be reduced to a single tangible or compartmentalized
representation. Like Costa, he had to contend with his country's past in attempting to
discover what elements constituted contemporary Spain and its inhabitants. Ultimately,
he turned to national literaty classics, utilizing the figures of Don Quixote and Don Juan
as the representatives of contemporary Spain and its inhabitants; these images also
represented what he saw as some of the country's most acute problems.
Don Quixote, the embodiment of contemporary Spain, personified Unamuno as
well. In the introduction to Unamuno's The Tragic Sense ofLife in Men and Nations,
Salvador de Madariaga states that the author, just like the mad nobleman, was a "symbol
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ofthe tendency of the Spaniard to deny reality the right to be itself. "63 He also asserts that
"Unamuno was born anti;" he was "anti-world, anti-everything."64 This combative,
desperado spirit is evident in most of Unamuno' s works, and it is this characteristic that
. he liked most about Quixote and was most representative of what Spain should aspire to
be.
Invoking the Images of Don Quixote and Don Juan Tenorio
In searching for the essence of espaiiolidad, Unamuno looked to literature, which
he claimed contained the quintessential elements of the Spanish soul. Thus, he mixed
fiction with Spain's historical reality by employing the characters of Don Quixote and
Don Juan Tenorio as representations of''the collective national spirit."65 As with Costa's
utilization of the Cid, the figures of Quixote and Don Juan, who were the subjects of
national canonical works, represented a combination of Spain's past, present, and future.
He utilized these common symbols as representations of the country and its inhabitants.
Thus, the invocation of these figures offered visions of the country's history, as well as
its contemporary culture. The images of Quixote and Don Juan also symbolized many of
the country's main problems as well some of the prescriptions to cure the nation's
ailments.
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The utilization of these literary figures, however, introduced more complexities
and contradictions into the discourse on national identity. They offered competing visions
of Spain and of its past and present By merging qualities of technically nonexistent men
with characteristics of turn of-the-century Spaniards, Unamuno seemed to promote a
mythical sense of community based on common literary traditions that were embedded in
Spanish culture. The implications, however, were more complex, as he declared that
Quixote was a hero who was "sublime in madness" and symbolized the "restless
wandering of knight-errantry of Old Spain." 66 By invoking the figure of the Castilian
Quixote, Unamuno supported a Castilian vision of Spain despite his Basque heritage.
The figures of Quixote and Tenorio, nevertheless, had a more nuanced and
problematic perception of national identity and the relationship between fiction and the
truths it represented, defining Don Quixote not only as the embodiment of some of the
best characteristics of the Spanish soul, but as an archetypal hero and savior of the nation.
Justifying his utilization of literary figures, specifically Quixote, as symbols of the nation,
Unamuno wrote that:

The soul of a nation becomes impregnated with the hero-to-come even
before the hero himself is born into the light of life ... In each epoch, it is
said, the hero who is needed appears...The hero is nothing more than an
individua1ization of the collective soul, one who, precisely because he
feels most in unison with the people, feels in a most personal
manner... [This hero] then appears in an ideal, legendary, or novelistic
fashion, not from woman's womb but from man's imagination. Heroes are
those who live and fight and guide their people into battle, and there
sustain them, and they are no less real and alive than men of flesh and
blood, tangible and perishable .....but is it no less true that Don Quixote has
sustained the spirits of brave fighters, imbuing them with vigor and faith,
Ibid., 100. Unamuno wrote this essay in support of Victor Said Armesto, who argued in The
Legend ofDon Juan that the main character was indeed of Spanish origin. Unamuno concurred that the
infamous lothario was Spanish, not Italian, as the Italian scholar Farinelli declared.
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with consolation in defeat, and moderation in triumph. He lives with us
and breathes in us ...As soon as a hallucination becomes collective, as soon
as it becomes popular, it becomes 'social,' it ceases to be a hallucination
and is converted into a reality, into something outside of every one of
those who share it.67
Thus, the image of Quixote was a multi-faceted representation of reality, one that became
animated, and emerged as an integral part of a people or nation when such a heroic figure
was needed. His capacity to characterize the Spanish soul was due to his presence in its
common literary tradition. thus, existence in the collective psyche or the treatment of a
literary figure as a real person in discourse made that figure come alive. As a result,
Quixote was a Castilian representative of the best qualities of Spanishness, as well as an
exemplary figure for his fellow countrymen to emulate.
Although Quixote's admirable spiritual and intellectual attributes were both
positive representations of the country and the model of an ideal Spaniard, his physical
appearance was pathetic. This ironic fact mirrored uneven developments within the
Spanish nation in the first years of the twentieth century. Unamuno noted that Quixote
was a lanky figure, an older man who suffered from numerous medical conditions, one of
which turned his skin a dark yellow. This portrait of a sickly nobleman, a most dismal
figure, riding across the plains of la Mancha was laughable. 68
Despite the Quixote's unimpressive physical stature, Unamuno proclaimed in
1905 that Cervantes's novel about the nobleman's exploits should be regarded as a
national Bible. 69 He declared that "[this] immortal work [is] something eternal, outside
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any epoch... [and that] by now Don Quixote belongs to everyone, to each one of its
readers, and everyone can and should interpret it mystically,. so to speak, in the same way
that the Bible is usually interpreted.'�70 The literary masterpiece by Cervantes, therefore,
was much more than a perfect demonstration of ''the sad decadence of [Spain's] national
spirit;" it was a model of life for Spaniards to follow.7 1 Unamuno declared that at the
center of this way of life was Quixote, the "Castilian Christ," the prophet of Quixotism
and savior of the nation. 72 Unamuno offered two reasons that Quixotism would be an
ideal national religion. The first was that "its prophet, Don Quixote-not Cervantes, of
course-was not, in all certainty, a real man, a man of flesh and blood, but more likely
pure fiction." 73 The other "element of superiority" of Quixotism was that its prophet
[was] the fair game and laughingstock of all the world."74 For Unamuno, this
unconventional savior embodied cerebral depth, spirituality, morality, and action; even
though the mad, irrational Quixote was delusional as a result of reading too many books
about knights and chivalric deeds, he was intellectual and believed passionately in
righting the wrongs of the world. Despite his hallucinations about battling imaginary
beasts, such as his mistaken impression that giant windmills were monsters, Quixote was
not complacent or lazy; he fought, even when there was no hope of being victorious, and
defended notions of honor and decency.
In spite of his valiant deeds and good intentions, Quixote's madness, as well as
pitiful physical appearance, presented ironic and competing elements to discussions of
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national identity. As with the Cid, the figure of Quixote was open to many different
interpretations; some national critics even blamed the delusional and romantic figure for
being the downfall of a backward Spain. Thus, Unamuno' s interpretation of the
"Castilian Christ" was not the only one.
His unique analysis of Quixote, however, was not the only contentious national
figure he used. In contrast to the image of Quixote the savior, Unamuno employed the
image of Don Juan Tenorio as a representative of the less desirable elements of
Spanishness; he was a youthful lothario, a "sensualistic rascal," whose renown was due to
his constant courting of women and defense of his honor in duels. Despite his amorous
successes, he was a common Spaniard who was uncultured and concerned solely with
sensual and violent desires. According to Unamuno, the problem with Spain was that
there were too many self-absorbed Don Juans, most of whom became complacent,
political conservatives following the end of their amorous scandals. 75 The image of
Quixote, thus, contrasted starkly the figure of Don Juan, a fact that added further
complexity to Unamuno' s depictions of the national spirit.
He speculated, nevertheless, that Don Quixote would have "put an end" to Don
Juan if the two legendary figures had ever had the chance to meet.76 Despite the mad
nobleman's battles against monstrous windmills, Unamuno asserted that this fictional
character was the hero of Spanish thought because he was a man of action, one who was
not complacent and became real by being active. Although Quixote, the personification
of Spain, became immortal by being ridiculous, Unamuno noted that this valiant knight
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of imaginary realms embodied the national character because he did not fight for ideas,
but for the spirit! 77 He asserted that Quixote, a hopeless desperado, bequeathed this
· combative spirit to contemporary Spaniards, who fought not for idealism, but from
despair.
However, not all of his fellow countrymen were as aggressive as Don Quixote in
defending notions of honor and intellectualism. The infamous lothario, Don Juan,
characterized most Spaniards' political apathy, as they became staunch conservatives
later in life, not because they supported traditional principles, but because they were
complacent observers who were ignorant of other options. Such passive men were
barriers to the political potential of the country, as well as representatives of the multitude
of uncultured Spaniards who were too busy wooing and courting women to become
active citizens. By pointing out that too many of his countrymen were like the emotional,
non-intellectual, and lazy Don Juan, Unamuno suggested that even if they had quixotic
visions and unrealistic goals like Quixote, his fellow Spaniards should have defended
their opinions and way of life, even if Europeans considered them antiquated or
irrational.
Unamuno' s invocation of the images of Don Juan and Quixote, thus, did not serve
single purposes as mere symbols of Spain; the characteristics of Don Juan signified the
country's most serious problems while the characteristics associated with the figure of the
Quixote represented the prescriptive elements that would cure the nation's major
weaknesses. Employing both images as representations of the country, however, was
problematic because they contained seemingly contradictory elements. Unamuno utilized
77
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the figure of Don Juan to criticize the widespread ignorance and political apathy in the
post- 1 898 era, but mirroring his own introspection and the resulting use of Quixote, he

argued that the solutions to many of the country's weaknesses were to be found within
Spain.

Don Juan and the Problems of Political Apathy and Ignorance
Unamuno had a dubious relationship not only with his country, but with the rest
of society, particularly the lower classes. At times, he evoked traditional, romantic
images of rural life in nineteenth-century Spain, extolling the virtues of the men and
women of "flesh and blood" who worked in the countryside. 78 However, he also
condemned them, especially in the wake of 1 898, for their ignorance and political apathy.
Characterizing the men and women of the lower classes as complacent uncultured Don
Juans, whether they lived in cities or in rural areas, Unamuno wrote with urgency and
disappointment, as he explained that these illiterate men and women were not true
citizens, though they were born and lived in Spain. Insisting that it was imperative for
Spaniards to become aware of themselves and of their country in the hopes of reforming
it, Unamuno dismally concluded that his country was nothing more than an
illiteratocracy. 19 He stated that because such illiterate men had the right to vote but were

ignorant of the "real world," Spain was not democratic in any way; this fallacy was due
to the fact that most of them did not read the newspapers, remaining ignorant of issues
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not directly related to their lives. 80 As a result, they could not elect representatives based
on the spirit of an educated citizenry due to the fact that the country was dominated by
this "illiterate multitude."8 1
Despite Unamuno's attempts to propel his countrymen forward, he asserted that
they remained apathetic, and this unfilled potential was a constant source of both
frustration and criticism. Although he proclaimed that these complacent and ignorant
Spaniards were signs of the country's backwardness, nevertheless, they did not make the
country wholly backward or hopeless. With anxieties related to modernization and
civilization heightened in the first years of the twentieth century, Unamuno asserted that
in spite of Spain's uneven development, the country did have viable educational
institutions that could compete with those in other European nations. He proclaimed that
the country's educational institutions were one solution to solving the problems related to
Spain's complacent and ignorant inhabitants. Thus, for him, Europe was not the answer
to his country's most serious ailments; instead, he called for the Hispanization of Europe.
Contrasting the image of the overwhelming illiterate Spanish population of Don
Juans, Unamuno evoked visions of Spain's past intellectual superiority during the
medieval era, with the University of Salamanca as the pillar of the country's educational
system. In his later poem "Renaciente maravilla," he described the University as a
"marvelous rebirth" and as "[an] academic pillar of [his] vision of Castilla!"82 This,
however, was only one of Spain's many academic institutions, a fact that he cited in
defense of the country's academic possibilities. He refuted claims made by European
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critics and Spanish Europeanizers that Spain's educational institutions were inferior and
thus, symbols of an uncivilized, backward society. He pointed out that although Spain did
not have such material comforts as water closets, there were more institutions of learning
in his country than the number of lycee in France.
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Despite the existence of such institutions in Spain, however, most Spaniards did
not take advantage of the opportunities, as evidenced by the high illiteracy rate and
84

number of students who chose to study in other European countries. Thus, he could not
deny the fact that his country was indeed distinct from other European nations, whether
the points of comparison were paved streets or literacy rates. His conflicting depictions of
Spain as a backward country rife with ignorance but full of superior academic institutions
added to the competing images of his appraisals of national identity.

Spain and its Moorish Brother
After 1 898, Unamuno not only heralded Spain's institutions as solutions to its
problems, but he called for the Hispanization of Europe. Revoking his earlier calls for the
regeneration of the country through Europeanization, he added competing visions of
Spain by conjuring up images of the country's historical links to North Africa. However,
he had never supported imperialism as a means of reinvigorating Spain. By calling for the
Hispanization of Europe and invoking Spain's ties to Africa following el desastre, he
declared that the solutions to the country's problems were to be found within Spain, not
83
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through colonial ventures. Thus, he did not support colonial intervention in North Africa.
He did not consider such endeavors or competition with other European powers to be the
keys to reinvigorating Spain; as a result, he did not agree that the country could be
renewed by reestablishing its imperial status. In a poem entitled "Salutaci6n de los
rifeilos" Unamuno offered a glimpse into his perception of the country's international
position and firm stance against re-entry into Riff, Morocco, as well as his vision of
Spain as distinct from Europe.
He began the poem by asking his fellow countrymen, "are we not Moors in the
mist; exiled Riffians; today the dry foam from the reflection of the sea's old-time raiding
cavalry party?"85 In these first lines, Unamuno compared his fellow Spaniards to the
exiled Muslims from North Africa and invoked images of their shared past. 86 He then
further linked these two races by stating, "this green, oily, voluptuous Europe of avarice
and of light; this land of Celts, of petulant, presumptuous Aryans with science and gold
always revolving in one's mind. Is it not banishment?',87 The shared experience of being
distinct from Europe and its emphasis on reason and science, thus, united Spain and
Morocco, which he resolutely confirmed by ending the poem by asserting, "you all are
my brothers, yes, you all are my brothers." 88
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By referring to the ties between his country and North Africa, Unamuno reminded
his fellow countrymen, especially the Africanists, that they shared a common past. Thus,
instead of invoking images of their shared history in attempts to gamer support for
Spain's reentry into Morocco, he used them to assert that the North Africans were not
inferior savages who should have been invaded by Spanish soldiers and businessmen. By
comparing Spaniards to the Riffians, Unamuno affirmed that they were linked not only
by a historical p� but also by their present distinction from Europe. The poem, thus,
was also a testament to Spain's marginal status in contrast to France and Germany, the
two countries that many perceived to be core of Europe.
Nevertheless, "Salutaci6n de los rifeiios " also serves as an example of his stance
against aggressive and chauvinistic forms of nationalism, a disease that Unamuno
claimed was linked to imperialism. He criticized Costa and the other Africanists who
argued that the country should unite in defense of Spain revitalizing itself by becoming
an empire again; he harshly classified Costa as an "arch-Spaniard" who was "one of the
least European spirits we have ever boasted, [who] invented the notion of our
Europeanizing ourselves and, while acting the Cid, he proclaimed . . . that we must lock up
the sepulcher of the Cid with the seven keys, and . . . conquer Africa."89 His
condemnations of this aggressive nationalism, however, grew more pronounced after
1 898, when Unamuno proclaimed that the politicians who spoke of defending national
honor against America, had tried to salvage prestige in the midst of danger. This
"dementia of the lances of honor," led to the slaughter of Spanish troops in Cuba and
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masked the fact that there was no prestige left to salvage in the wake of 1 898, even if the
army were to conquer territory in Morocco. 90
Unamuno's condemnation of nationalism was not related solely to Spain's loss to
America, however; he declared that Catalan nationalist movements undermined the
country' s legitimacy. In denouncing political movements for Catalan independence,
Unamuno affirmed that Castile, not Catalonia, was the embodiment of Spain, as he
argued that all SpaQiards needed to know Castilian. By calling for the need for linguistic
unity and invoking the combined elements of the Spanish heritage, Unamuno referred to
Castilian as the language common to all his countrymen as a means of unifying them.
He supported the dominance of Castilian by using the example of Joan Maragall
to point out that although numerous Catalans had made significant intellectual
contributions, they had done so in Castilian. He ironically noted that such works were
then translated into Catalan! 91 Thus, language did not necessarily explain or show
"regional differences or sentiments," a fact that ardent Catalan "literary imperialists"
did not comprehend.92 In pointing out the absurdity of Catalan replacing Castilian as the
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official language, he asked, "[would] La Ba"aca be more Valencian if it were written in
Valencian?"93 He also noted that Cos� who was "born in Graus," [did not write] in
Grausino, but in Castilian!94
Thus, Unamuno considered Castilian to be a central element of Spanishness,
which was threatened by demands for Catalan to replace it as the official national
language. Such demands, which were related to appeals for political autonomy, only
further weakened the country and diverted attention from industry and education.
Although he did not advocate that other languages should not be studied, he asserted that
Castilian was the only language that defined Spanish national identity.
Despite Unamuno's contentions that the language and history of Castile were the
central components of the Spanish identity, they were not the only national characteristics
that he offered. He portrayed the country and its inhabitants in various ways, creating a
multi-faceted sense of espaiiolidad; his complex visions of Spain included historical,
linguistic, and literary elements that included the country's ties to North Africa, its
former intellectualism of the medieval era, and the utilization of the figures of Quixote
and Don Juan Tenorio. He also offered competing depictions of Spain, revoking his
earlier calls for Europeanization after 1 898, heralding the need for the Hispaniz.ation of
Europe. The resulting depictions, as well as the related discussions, of the country offered
competing views of its past and present. His portrayals of the various Spains filtered into
national discourse as he debated the essence of Spanishness in lectures, writings, and in
the country's newspapers.
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CHAPTER 4: JOSE ORTEGA Y GASSET'S APPRAISALS OF COSTA AND
UNAMUNO'S COMPETING VISIONS OF SPAIN
Unamuno's depictions of Spain, however, were not the only portrayals proffered
by intellectuals throughout the country at the tum-of-the-century. As a member of the
"Generation of '98," he was a leading intellectual figure, one of many who expressed
national insecurities in response to uneven development, high illiteracy rates, and the loss
of the empire in 1898. As one of the most important thinkers within this group of
distinguished men of letters, Unamuno exerted significant influence on budding
intellectuals; however, as Antonio Sequeros notes, his impact was not necessarily
positive.95 Ortega, one of Unamuno's harshest critics, blamed him and the other
pessimistic brothers of the generation for portraying Spain as a dead man, one that was
replete with pathetic desolation and without hope.96
Although Ortega witnessed the profound identity crisis brought about by Spain's
defeat in 1898, he was a teenager when his country lost its remaining colonies. He was
influenced, nonetheless, by the intellectual discourse both before and in the wake of el
desastre; Costa and Unamuno, as well as many other intellectuals, who searched for the

meaning of Spain offered distinct visions of the country, which affected both
contemporary and later perceptions of the nation and its inhabitants. As an heir to
ambiguous and contradictory depictions of Spain, his sense of national identity was
informed by the earlier, competing visions of the country as European yet African,
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civilized yet backward.97 His intellectual predecessors, however, bequeathed more than
contradictory representations of Spain; the very act of writing on the "Spanish problem"
was popularized by the men of the Generacion de/ '98.98
In articulating his views of the country, Ortega responded to previous portrayals
of Spain, combining his own ideas with the earlier symbols and language used by
intellectuals. He engaged in dialogue centered on the many visions of his country and
confronted the problems raised by the familiar representations that Co� Unamuno, and
others had used to portray their nation. In an essay in 1910, he responded directly to
earlier depictions of Spain and to suggested prescriptions for the country's malaise.
Writing in defense of the immediate necessity of Europeanization, Ortega commended
Costa for his consistent efforts to link Spain's regeneration to Europe. Thus, his support
of Costa's calls for the necessity for Spain to adopt agricultural practices, political
systems, and educational institutions based on European models paralleled his own.
Emphasizing reason, science, and objectivity, which were related to modernization, he
wrote in favor of Costa's acceptance of the progressive changes offered by modernity.
Ortega asserted that Costa's Reconstitucion y europeizacion de Espana was the perfect
example of "political style, the historical sensibility, and the best Castilian. "99 Further
praising him for declaring that regeneration was inseparable from Europeanization,
Ortega stated that "he truly saw clearly from the beginning that Spain was the problem
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and Europe the solution." 1 00 He did not dwell, however, on Costa's problematic
invocation of Spain and Morocco's shared past, choosing instead to focus on his calls for
the adoption of European institutions in attempts to salvage a backward Spain.
In defending Costa' s calls for regeneration through Europeanization, Ortega
attacked Unamuno's conflicting emphasis on Africa and the Hispanization of Europe as
the keys to solving Spain's problems. He reminded his readers that Unamuno, "the great
Basque," ignored how such a feat would be accomplished, highlighting his "spiritual
power and dense cultural religiosity" instead. 1 01 Ortega's relationship with Unamuno,
thus, was distinct from his association with Costa, who died in 1 91 1 ; it was more direct,
complicated, and quite infamous. Unamuno was his Greek professor at the University of
Salamanca, and they corresponded for years after Ortega graduated. They also shared
many of the same experiences; as Anthony Kerrigan notes, both were exiled and neither
one was really accepted by the general intellectual community in Spain nor by the
political groups. 1 02 Scholars have produced dozens of works on the relationship between
these two titans of Spanish thought; such studies range from discussions of their
contentious debates in the national press and on philosophical matters to their distinct
critiques of Spain and of Don Quijote.
Ortega's first published work, Meditaciones de/ Quijote, was a direct response to
such intellectuals as his former Greek professor who had invoked "ambiguous" images of
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the mad nobleman as a representation of Spain. 1 03 Although he asserted that the goal was
simply to "investigate the Quixotism of the book," he contemptuously discussed the
problems associated with the figure of the irrational Quixote, stating that it had "attracted
exclusive attentio� to the detriment of the rest of the book and, consequently to that of
the character himself." 104 Ortega did not consider Quixote to be a representation of Spain;
inste� he claimed that the figure had been abused, and as a result, had become the "sad
parody of a more divine and serene Christ...a Gothic Christ, tom by modem anguish; a
ridiculous Christ of our own neighborhood. " 105 Disagreeing with Unamuno' s calls for the
necessity of heralding the "Castilian Christ" as the romantic savior of Spain, Ortega
exclaimed that:
Whenever a few Spaniards who have been sensitized by the idealized
poverty of their past, the sordidness of their present, and the bitter hostility
of their future gather together, Don Quixote descends among them and the
burning ardor of his crazed countenance harmonizes those discordant
hearts, strings them together like a spiritual thread, nationalizes them,
putting a common racial sorrow above their personal bittemess. 1 06
Nevertheless, he did not limit his harsh criticism to men such as Unamuno who, by
employing the image of Quixote as a national representative, had invited Spaniards ''to an
absurd existence, full of extravagant gestures;" he also facetiously denounced those
intellectuals who "with charming foresight" had advised them "not to be Don Quixotes,"
instead of offering specific, rational solutions or models to follow. 107
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Thus, Ortega, who was acutely aware of the contradictory uses of Quixote as a
representation of Spain, engaged in dialogue with previous and contemporary
intellectuals who invoked the literary figure as a national symbol. His outright rejection
of the mad nobleman as the personification of his countrymen added to the complexities
surrounding the aura of Quixote as the embodiment of the Spanish soul. The resulting
discussions and critiques of others' arguments illustrate the problems associated with
invoking such contentious figures that were open to multiple interpretations.
In Ortega's responses to Unamuno's representations of Spain, the younger
intellectual reminded his countrymen that Unamuno was Basque, a fact that complicated
and called into question his ability to speak of the essence of national identity, especially
in support of a Castilian Spain. Declaring that both the national passion and sin were
extreme pride, Ortega asserted that the Basques best exhibited this racial vice. 108 In an
essay reflecting on Unamuno the day after his death, Ortega again referred to Unamuno's
Basque heritage, attacking his capacity to speak for the country's character, specifically
his emphatic defense of Castilian as an integra] component of the nation's identity; he
stated that though Unamuno was a great writer, one had to remember that he was Basque
and thus, his Castilian was "learned." 1 09 Ortega contrasted the style of native speakers to
Unamuno"s tendency to employ words or expressions that differed from their normal use,
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stating that "although his Castilian was splendid, it always had the [stilted] character of
being learned." 1 1 0
By repeatedly citing Unamuno's Basque heritage, Ortega portrayed him as an
outsider, someone who was not a member of the collective group of Castilian Spaniards
bound together by common traditions, ancestry, and language; thus, the same criteria that
can serve to unify people based on sameness can also be used as a basis to exclude others.
By emphasizing Unamuno's otherness, Ortega intimated that as an outsider, the Basque
was not attuned to the collective sense of belonging based on shared Spanish traditions.
This assertion, thus, challenged Unamuno's capacity to comment on the characteristics of
a national Spanish identity because he did not belong to that community.
Ortega's discussions ofUnamuno's cultural and ethnic distinctions were not the
only important points related to the complexities of national identities, however. His
treatments of Costa and Unamuno' s depictions of Spain and their use of common
symbols as representations of the national character demonstrated the power of and
problems with employing common symbols such as the Cid and Quixote in appealing to a
shared tradition linking Spaniards. His references to Costa and Unamuno and their
depictions of Spain support the fact that even years later, Ortega continued to confront
the earlier portrayals of the country until he died in 1 955, despite the later changes in
Spain wrought by the First World War, the abdication of Alfonso XIII, the dictatorship of
Primo de Rivera, the failure of the Second Republic, and Franco's takeover.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

Ortega's responses to the national portrayals offered by Costa and Unamuno
illustrate the power of shared historical memories, heroes, and myths that they evoked in
attempts to define Spanishness in the midst of uneven industrial development, regional
struggles for independence, and elevated illiteracy rates in the latter part of the nineteenth
century. Such discrepancies and the resulting reactions to modernization intensified
national introspection, leading intellectuals to question the essence of the national
character in search of explanations for Spain's differences. These insecurities, however,
were heightened by the humiliating loss of the remaining overseas territories to the
United States in the Spanish-American-Cuban War in 1 898; though the country had been
in decline for decades, the very public defeat called into question Spain's status as a
European power, both abroad and within the country.
The resulting dialogue about the integral elements of Spanishness created a multi
layered discourse on the complex natures of identity, as intellectuals attempted to
redefine the essence of the national character, an intangible, varied, fluid, and complex
thing. Although Costa and Unamuno offered highly individualized visions of the country
and its inhabitants, they invoked historical memories, particularly those images related to
Castile, in attempts to support their own visions of Spanishness while appealing to
common traditions as a basis for sameness and unity. They did not invent new symbols,
but they used familiar figures from a shared literary and historical tradition as
representations of contemporary Spain. They employed the figures of the Cid, Don
Quixote, and Don Juan in response to the challenges presented by modernization and in
their quests to define Spain's distinctiveness; Unamuno and Costa also conjured up
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images from Spain's past that linked the country to both Europe and Africa, thus, offering
competing portrayals. In doing so, they proffered their own appraisals of the country and
its major problems, which they said could be solved by emulating the qualities of the Cid
and Quixote. These images, however, were open to multiple interpretations, which attest
to the complexities of national identities.
Costa invoked Rodrigo Diaz as the ideal Spaniard, conjuring up images from the
Middle Ages when Christians, Jews, and Muslims inhabited the Iberian Peninsula, which
was then divided into autonomous kingdoms. As he noted, however, this figure was open
to various readings; he offered his own analysis of the Cid, asserting that the Castilian
nobleman represented tolerance and loyalty. Prior to 1 898, he utilized this notion of a
shared history and of the Campeador' s respect for Islam in attempts to unify his fellow
Spaniards to support colonial ventures in North Africa However, he also called for the
urgent Europeanization of Spain, a solution he endorsed more fervently after the defeat
by America.
Like Costa, Unamuno employed traditional symbols as representations of
conte_mporary Spaniards. The figures of Don Quixote and Don Juan, however, were
problematic because they were open to multiple interpretations, a fact supported by
Ortega's discussions of the various misuses of the image of the mad nobleman. Unamuno
utilized the figure of Quixote to represent the ideal Spaniard, one who was educated,
honorable, and active in righting the wrongs of the world; however, this romantic would
be knight was mad and irrational, choosing to obey his emotions instead of depending on
objective, scientific observation. Unamuno's invocation of Don Juan as a symbol was
problematic and seemingly contradictory because he represented lazy, uncultured, self-
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absorbed, and apathetic Spaniards. He emphasized the need for the Don Juans of Spain to
follow Quixote's model; by heralding the qualities associated with Quixote as the keys to
Spain's rejuvenation, he emphasized romantic notions, rejecting the worship of reason
and science as the solution.
Both Unamuno and Costa, thus, appealed to common symbols and images from a
shared tradition in attempts to support their visions of contemporary society and its ills.
Embedded in this dialogue were discussions of how Spain was unique, whether it was
modem or backward, African or European, an empire or a nation. The resulting discourse
and competing visions of Spain serve as examples of the complexities of national
identities, in which intellectuals play a pivotal role by making shared images and
historical memories visible.
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